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• Who? This app is for contractors and interior designers.

• What? This app gives out paint swatch colours for 
painting while giving complimentary colour suggestion.

• When? At a meeting to discuss what colour walls the 
client wants.

• Where? At a house design meeting.

• Why? To give the client many selections of colours to 
choose from that can be provided by major home 
renovation warehouses such as “Home Depot”.

Why?



Problem?

This app is to help home designers get over the 
grueling task of helping clients pick home colors. It is 
actually surprising how many people want to get their 
house painted but don’t know what color they want!

My dad is a contractor who does anything from paint 
or to build houses. But he has told me that one thing 
clients tend to do is choose a color they think would 
look nice but end up not going through with it. This 
app was made to try and push people to get a better 
idea of what they want, to decrease total work time.



And How is This Supposed To Help?
This app is intended to give the user a wide variety 
of paint colors that are supplied at home renovation 
stores such as “Home Depot”. This makes it easier 
for a client or a simple painter to judge wall color. 
And why bring an entire book of swatches when 
you could carry them electronically, always ready to 
go at a press of the button.

Not only does it show wall colors, but it helps you 
choose complimenting colors that would look good 
with a certain color. For Example: Want a red wall? 
We suggest white as your complimentary. The app 
will also have a keyword system where you could 
type in EXAMPLE: “Bold Red” and you would get a 
selection of colors that fit your keywords. 



[Mini Elevator Pitch]

My team, [team name], is developing [platform] 
to help [target audience] [solve a problem] [with secret sauce]



What do the users want?

After many interviews from my users, I have learned 
that most people seek out a easy basic app that can 
help with their work. It seems that people care more 
for ease of access and a functional source rather 
than a “pretty” app. 

For my I app I want it to be colorful and user friendly, 
in which even the most technologically dumbfounded 
can understand.



How will my app flow?
I plan for my app to start on a constantly updating 
screen of many different colors. You will have 
options to click on a color from that a initial page, 
you can search up a color you want, click on your 
favorite colors, or you can look at your 
recommended colors. Once you click on a color it 
will show you the color plus other complimentary 
colors. It’s that simple. 





Feasibility 

The beautiful thing about my app is that it is a 100% 
feasible idea, and this is because this idea is used 
for online store apps. It takes little to no data, but 
needs an internet connection. It would be a very 
lightweight app, meaning that it takes up very little 
space on your phone’s hard drive. What we are 
talking about here is a fully interactive store for 
paint, that updates with leading paint suppliers. 


